AIRPOWER Zeltweg

PLUS +++
HUNGARY

SEP 1-8

SUN 1 Fly from your choice of airport (Own flights) to VIENNA. Spend the day on the viewing deck
before collecting our vehicles and driving to BRATISLAVA and airport hotel.
MON 2 Today we drive towards BUDAPEST, with stops at the airfield at NITRA, including the museum
and Mig in the town. Then several Aviation sites, inc ORECHOVA, TATA, KOLAROV and finally BUDAPEST
FERIHEGY. We stop at our airport hotel for next 2 nights.
TUE 3 In the morning we have a full airport RAMP TOUR, with the museum included. Afterwards we visit
the aircraft sites around the city, including DUNAVARSHANY and BUDOARS. We will also organise some
flights in Budoars, including the Malev Li2.
WED 4 We head south, via stops at TABORFALVA and the AIRFORCE MUSEUM at SZOLNOK. Then we
have a planned base visit at KECSKEMET in the afternoon. Then some short stops in JAKABSZALLAS and
BOCSA, before arriving at our hotel at KECEL.
THU 5 We leave KECEL and drive west, with further stops at KISAPOSTAG, SEREGELYES, BORGOND,
SZEKESFEHERVAR, GUYULAFIRATOT, VESZPREM, KOVESGYURPUSZTAN and ZANKA, then finally to
GRAZ, where we stay for the next 3 nights at the Novapark hotel, with it's IL62 bar and B727 restaurant.
FRI 6 In the morning we visit the airport and museum. Then we stop at UNTERWALD, VOITBERG and
then the BAD ISCHL MUSEUM. We return via AIGEN IM ENNSTAL, to our hotel.
SAT 7 Drive straight to the airshow at ZELTWEG, with the whole day at the show. Return to our Graz hotel
in the evening.
SUN 8 We drive back to VIENNA via VOSLAU, WIENER NEUSTADT and the technical museum in Vienna.
We return to the main airport for our evening return flights to UK.

REGIONAL DEPARTURES - OWN FLIGHTS

Tour Cost: £499

Deposit: £89

Single Room: £299

Includes: Ground transportation, 8 nights hotel (Bed & Breakfast)

